
This quiz will be offered in 
Spanish or French-students will 
be able to pick their language.

The notes in the picture will be given to you when you take the quiz. You are not 
allowed to use any additional notes other than what you have been provided. 
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I will pick 2 of these sentences:
Students will need correct capitalization, 
spelling and punctuation. 
He wears glasses.
He wears skirts?
He wears socks.
He wears a belt!
He wears belts.
He is wearing a belt.
He is wearing glasses.
He is wearing a skirt?
He is wearing some glasses!
I wear socks.
I wear glasses.
I wear skirts.
I am wearing a belt!
I am wearing the skirt.
I am wearing the socks.
I am wearing some glasses.
I am wearing some socks!

Students should 
not need to 

memorize these! 
To be successful 

they should have a 
working knowledge 

of articles, 
pronouns, 

conjugation, chart 
endings and 

making words 
singular or plural. 

We have been 
working on these 
items all quarter.  
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I will pick 2 of these sentences:
Students will need correct capitalization, 
spelling and punctuation. 
Él lleva lentes.
¿Él lleva faldas?
Él lleva calcetines.
¡Él lleva un cinturón!
Él lleva cinturónes.
Él lleva un cinturón.
Él lleva lentes.
¿Él lleva una falda?
¡Él lleva unos lentes!
Yo llevo calcetines.
Yo llevo lentes.
Yo llevo faldas.
¡Yo llevo  un cinturón!
Yo llevo la falda.
Yo llevo los calcetines.
Yo llevo unos lentes.
¡Yo llevo unos calcetines!

Students 
should not 

need to 
memorize 

these! To be 
successful 
they should 

have a 
working 

knowledge 
of articles, 
pronouns, 

conjugation, 
chart 

endings and 
making 
words 

singular or 
plural. We 
have been 
working on 
these items 
all quarter.  
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Students need to know if the 
adjective comes before or after the
noun in French and Spanish- 

In English it comes before-
Fat (adjective) cat (noun)
in Spanish and French it comes
after.  

How do you say “purple glasses”? 
                            “blue glasses”? 
                             “purple belt”?
                             “blue belt”?
                             “purple skirt”?
                             “blue skirt”?
                             “purple socks”? 
                             “blue socks”?

Students need 
to translate the 

object and 
then the color. 
The color must 

agree. 
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Students need to know if the 
adjective comes before or after the
noun in French and Spanish- 

In English it comes before-
Fat (adjective) cat (noun)
in Spanish and French it comes
after.  

How do you say “purple glasses”? 
                            “blue glasses”? 
                             “purple belt”?
                             “blue belt”?
                             “purple skirt”?
                             “blue skirt”?
                             “purple socks”? 
                             “blue socks”?

Students need to translate 
the object and then the 
color. The color must 

agree. 

ANSWERS
lentes morados 
lentes azules 

cinturón morado 
cinturón azul 
falda morada 

falda azul 
calcetines moradas 
calcetines azules

3 quiz questions over this!

I will pick 2 of these as 
quiz questions.

I will ask 
one question 

about adjective 
placement. 
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I will pick 2 of these sentences:
Students will need correct capitalization, 
spelling and punctuation. 
He wears glasses.
He wears skirts?
He wears socks.
He wears a belt!
He wears belts.
He is wearing a belt.
He is wearing glasses.
He is wearing a skirt?
He is wearing some glasses!
I wear socks.
I wear glasses.
I wear skirts.
I am wearing a belt!
I am wearing the skirt.
I am wearing the socks.
I am wearing some glasses.
I am wearing some socks!

Students should not need to 
memorize these! To be 

successful they should have 
a working knowledge of 

articles, pronouns, 
conjugation, chart endings 

and making words singular or 
plural. We have been working 

on these items all quarter.  
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I will pick 2 of these sentences:
Students will need correct capitalization, 
spelling and punctuation. 
Il porte lunettes.
Il porte jupes?
Il porte chaussettes.
Il porte une ceinture!
Il porte ceintures.
Il porte une ceinture.
Il porte lunettes.
Il porte une jupe?
Il porte des lunettes!
Je porte chaussettes.
Je porte lunettes.
Je porte jupes.
Je porte une ceinture!
Je porte la jupe.
Je porte les chaussettes.
Je porte des lunettes.
Je porte de chaussettes!

Students 
should not 

need to 
memorize 

these! To be 
successful 
they should 

have a 
working 

knowledge 
of articles, 
pronouns, 

conjugation, 
chart 

endings and 
making 
words 

singular or 
plural. We 
have been 
working on 
these items 
all quarter.  
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Students need to know if the 
adjective comes before or after the
noun in French and Spanish- 

In English it comes before-
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after.  
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                             “purple belt”?
                             “blue belt”?
                             “purple skirt”?
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Students need to know if the 
adjective comes before or after the
noun in French and Spanish- 

In English it comes before-
Fat (adjective) cat (noun)
in Spanish and French it comes
after.  

How do you say “purple glasses”? 
                            “blue glasses”? 
                             “purple belt”?
                             “blue belt”?
                             “purple skirt”?
                             “blue skirt”?
                             “purple socks”? 
                             “blue socks”?

ANSWERS
lunettes violettes 
lunettes bleues 
ceinture violette 
ceinture bleue 
jupe violette 
jupe bleue 

chaussettes violettes 
chaussettes bleues

I will pick 2 of these as 
quiz questions.

3 quiz questions over this!

I will ask 
one question 

about adjective 
placement. 

Students need to translate 
the object and then the 
color. The color must 

agree. 


